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James Maxwell Anderson was born in Atlantic, Pennsylvania, on December 15,. Hollywood Television City studio facility nor the New York Studio 72 stage. The Elusive Prominence of Maxwell Anderson in the American Theater - Google Books Result
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James Maxwell Anderson was born in Atlantic, Pennsylvania in 1888.. Anderson found such critical and financial success that he left New York World and Both Your Houses reached the stage of the Royal Theatre on March 6, 1933. Maxwell Anderson - Blow York City. Mystery, - Google Books Result
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James Maxwell Anderson was born in Atlantic, Pennsylvania on December 15, 1888. most notably the New Republic, the New York Globe, and the New York World. and critiques of 33 of Anderson's plays, a biographical essay, stage histories, New York Drama Critics’ Circle Awards Maxwell Anderson - People of Pennsylvania - Netstate.com
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Maxwell Anderson and the New York stage / 3 May 1998. The series was begun in 1982 by Ugo Toppo and Gilda Anderson, once a stage actress under the name of Gilda Oakleaf and the third wife of Weill's Musical Theater: Stages of Reform - Google Books Result
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Bon voyage: Director Maxwell Anderson says. - Center Stage Essays and criticism on Maxwell Anderson - Anderson, Maxwell. and his application of the tenets of Aristotelian tragedy to the modern stage. and he won the New York Drama Critics’ Circle Award for Winterset 1935 and High Tor 1937. Ragged Individualism: America in the Political Drama of the 1930s - Google Books Result